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Abstract—In the metropolitan area, traditional SONET/SDH circuit switched rings are likely to be replaced with optical packet/burst switching technologies. In this paper we consider a slotted WDM optical packet ring operating without resource reservation mechanisms. In such rings, optical packets in transit have priority over traffic to be inserted by the node. Packets to be inserted are thus queued according to their destination, in order to avoid head-of-line blocking. We focus on scheduling policies and compare several MaxWeight scheduling policies, including Oldest Packet First (OPF) which emulates FIFO queueing while avoiding head-of-line blocking. We show that there is a trade-off between implementation complexity and fairness, and identify the Largest Virtual Waiting Time First (LVWTF) scheduling policy as presenting both a low complexity and a good fairness performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider an optical packet switching ring, designed for metro area, based on WDM technology and using both tunable lasers and Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (OADM). This network is developed within the ECOFRAME project.1

In the past years, several projects have studied optical packet rings ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]). They differ in terms of insertion and extraction methods, in terms of framing issues or in terms of architecture scenarios. In [9] it is shown that allowing any-to-any traffic in a single-wavelength, unidirectional optical packet ring can improve its capacity compared to a classical concentration/distribution scenario. The positive impact of WDM dimension on performance of optical packet switched rings has also been studied in [10]. These studies, as the present one, assume that packets are inserted in an opportunistic manner, i.e. as soon as an appropriate slot is identified that can carry the packet to the destination. In other words, we assume that the network has been correctly dimensioned for the offered traffic and that no reservation mechanism is used.

In the present paper, we analyze the performance offered by several scheduling policies, in terms of stability, of implementation complexity and of fairness.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give the basic characteristics of the network under study. In Section III we address the choice of suitable scheduling policy for optical packet ring. The numerical results comparing different scheduling policies are given in Section IV. Finally, last section concludes the document.

II. THE ECOFRAME OPTICAL PACKET RING

The ECOFRAME Optical Packet Ring is a unidirectional network, where nodes are connected to the ring via packet based OADMs, and to the client layers via an adaptation interface, responsible for multiplexing and demultiplexing client frames into optical packets.

All the operations in the network are synchronized and occur at discrete time periods. Data is transported by using optical containers, so-called DATA packets, while control information is transported on a separate channel in control packets. Control packets report the occupancy status of the current time slot. A time slot on a wavelength can be either busy or free, depending on whether it carries a DATA packet or not.

Each node is equipped with a fully-tunable transmitter, able to dynamically change the transmission wavelength, from slot to slot. An important feature of this architecture is that, although multiple wavelengths are used to carry data packets, a node is only allowed to insert at most one packet per time slot. In the general case, a node can receive packets on a fixed set of wavelengths. Received packets are queued in reception node before being delivered to the client layers.

The ECOFRAME network is transparent to transit traffic. Packets to be inserted at a given node are queued till a free time slot is found on an appropriate wavelength.

In the present paper, we assume that for each pair of nodes, a single wavelength is used to carry all the traffic between the source and the destination nodes. However, the system is still WDM since many wavelengths can be used on the ring. It has been shown in [11] that this policy, although sub-optimal in terms of network dimensioning, allows to consider simple per-destination FIFO queues accessing each a single wavelength instead of a complex set of queues accessing several wavelengths.

III. SCHEDULING IN OPTICAL PACKET RINGS

Scheduling can be defined as the process of selecting a packet and a wavelength for insertion, by a ring node, per time slot basis. In the present case, scheduling consists in selecting, per time slot, a non-empty queue and a wavelength on which this queue should send its packets.

Contrarily to opaque systems where transit traffic is electronically handled in each node, and scheduling involves both new traffic and transit traffic, scheduling in ECOFRAME rings only affects new traffic since transit traffic is served transparently. A drawback of transparency is that in the general
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case, schedulers are “non-work-conserving”: if in a given time slot, queued packets cannot be sent on free wavelengths, no new traffic is served.

Transparency offered to transit traffic also impacts the stability of the ring. Indeed, only one packet can be served per time slot, and this packet can only be transmitted on a single wavelength. This implies that the scheduling policy has a significant impact on stability. This is a first point to be addressed.

A scheduling policy is deemed fair if all insertion FIFO queues within a given node present the same delay performance. This does not mean that end-to-end delays are identical since in particular transit delays depend on the respective positions of the nodes on the ring. Fairness is the second point to be addressed when selecting a scheduling policy.

Lastly, it is also important to assess the complexity associated with a given scheduling policy. Complexity is expressed here as the number of states and counters to maintain in each node. Stateless scheduling can be implemented when there is a single queue per node. Another extreme is observed when several counters per packet to be inserted have to be maintained.

A. Impact of scheduling on stability

We have chosen to mostly focus on MaxWeight scheduling disciplines [12]. MaxWeight scheduling guarantees the stability of different instances of generalized switched model, as first shown by Tassiulas & Ephremides in [13] and generalized by Stolyar in [12]. Dimensioning methods for ECOFRAME rings relying on MaxWeight scheduling policies are further studied in [14].

Simple and popular policies may not be MaxWeight, which leads to sub-optimal dimensioning or to instability. We adapt here an example from [13] to show that Priority Queueing is non MaxWeight, and presents a smaller stable domain than MaxWeight policies.

Consider a ring with 2 wavelengths. Assume that a given node sends traffic from Queue1 on wavelength $\Lambda_1$ and from Queue2 on wavelength $\Lambda_2$; let $\lambda_1=0.5$ and $\lambda_2$ be the arrival rates to Queue1 and Queue2. We further assume that wavelength $\Lambda_1$ is always available, which we note with $p(\Lambda_1) = 1$, whereas a slot is available on wavelength $\Lambda_2$ with probability $p(\Lambda_2) = 0.5$.

According to [13], a necessary and sufficient stability condition for this system with two wavelengths, employing a “Longest Queue First” (LQF) scheduling policy, is given by the following set of inequalities: $\lambda_1 < p(\Lambda_1)p(\Lambda_2)$, and $\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 < p(\Lambda_1) + p(\Lambda_2) - p(\Lambda_1)p(\Lambda_2)$.

With the LQF scheduling policy, the above system is stable as long as $\lambda_2 < 0.5$.

Consider now a policy that implements priority to Queue1 (PQ). At each time slot, the node first attempts to transmit a packet from Queue1, and if there are no such packets, the node attempts to transmit a packet from Queue2. Obviously, under the PQ policy, the probability that the server attempts to serve Queue2 is only $(1 - \lambda_1)p(\Lambda_2) = 0.25$, which implies that the system is only stable if $\lambda_2$ is smaller than 0.25, which is significantly smaller that the rate accepted by LQF.

This justifies our present focus on MaxWeight policies, for which stability conditions can straightforwardly be specified. Due to lack of space, we do not address here another popular scheduling policy, Round Robin, which is not either MaxWeight, although it is frequently considered.

B. Considered Scheduling Policies

Each packet is characterized by its destination, and by the wavelength it should be transmitted to reach this destination. Therefore, we can classify packets according to:

1) either the destination (destination address queue),
2) or the destination wavelength (wavelength queue).

In the present case, we consider queues per destination. Each such queue is FIFO, i.e. we do not consider that insertion is class based within a queue. Note that such approach differs from the one taken in [15], for instance, where the authors consider separate queues for each (class of service, destination) pair. In our study, we try to reduce the number of queues, and thus to simplify the scheduling.

All scheduling mechanisms have to start by identifying, for each time slot, a set of eligible pairs (queue, wavelength). In a given slot, a pair is eligible if the wavelength is free, the queue is not empty and has to send packets on this particular wavelength. If the pair set is not empty, one eligible packet will be selected according to the rules that characterize the scheduling policy.

Four following scheduling policies are now considered:

1) Random (RAND): a queue to be served is determined by uniformly selecting one pair within the set of eligible pairs;
2) Oldest First Packet (OPF): the queue to be served is the one containing the packet that has experienced the maximum waiting time. This particular policy is FIFO within eligible packets and generally differs from a global FIFO which may suffer from head-of-the-line blocking.
3) Longest Queue First (LQF): the queue to be served is the longest queue in the set of eligible pairs;
4) Longest Virtual Waiting Time First (LVWTF): A modified LQF who weights the length of the queue by a factor inversely proportional to the flow rate used for dimensioning the system. LVWTF policy, for each node $i$, considers the variables $size_j/a_{ij}$ for eligible queues, where $a_{ij}$ is the flow rate between nodes $i$ and $j$ (normalized to the wavelength capacity) and serves the queue for which this value is maximum.

The above scheduling policies, except RAND, are MaxWeight scheduling disciplines [12].

C. Scheduling Policy performance Metrics

Scheduling policies are compared in terms of end-to-end queuing performance. End-to-end queuing latency is defined as the sum of insertion and extraction times. The insertion process leads to delays, because of the queuing process of data packets prior to insertion to the ring. The extraction time is due to the fact that a given node may receive packets on
several wavelengths, whereas it delivers them to the client layers at a rate equal to a wavelength rate.

Fairness of a scheduling policy is defined by comparing the delay performance delivered by a given policy to the one delivered by the OPF policy. Indeed, OPF is the policy closest to a global FIFO, but not suffering from head-of-the-line blocking. The fairness metric considered below, although rather primitive, is both well suited to a comparison carried out by simulation, and nevertheless very significant.

Assume a set of flows $I_1, I_2, ..., I_n$. Let us note $D_{I_1}, D_{I_2}, ..., D_{I_n}$ and $L_{I_1}, L_{I_2}, ..., L_{I_n}$, the mean delays (in number of time slots) of packets belonging to flows $I_1, I_2, ..., I_n$, for OPF and some scheduling policy $S$, respectively.

The measure of the efficiency for the set of flows $I_1, I_2, ..., I_n$, when using the scheduling rule $S$ is defined by:

$$\mathcal{E}_S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |D_{I_i} - L_{I_i}|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The above metric is used in the next Section in order to compare the scheduling policies proposed here with OPF.

D. Scheduling Policy Complexity

As stated before, complexity is evaluated here by identifying the number of counters and states to maintain within a node in order to implement a particular scheduling policy. Hardware design is obviously much simpler when the number of counters to implement is fixed and if possible small.

Let us consider the complexity of the above scheduling disciplines:

1) RAND relies on a single occupancy indicator per queue.
2) In addition to the occupancy indicator, LQF and LVWTF necessitate maintaining a length indicator per queue.
3) In addition to the occupancy indicator, OPF necessitates storing arrival time for each packet.

Obviously, RAND has a very low complexity. LQF and LVWTF, although slightly more complex, necessitate a fixed number of counters (one per possible destination). On the other hand, the complexity for OPF is high since it necessitates a (potentially unknown) number of counters, each carrying the arrival time of a given packet. Although OPF would be a natural choice in terms of performance, since it closely emulates a global FIFO queue, we wish to assess whether a less complex scheduling policy would present a good fairness performance (i.e. is “close” to OPF in terms of delay performance).

IV. ASSESSMENT OF DELAY PERFORMANCE

Using a ns-2 simulator developed for studying the ECOFRAME network, we have assessed the delay performance delivered by the four scheduling policies listed above.

All the simulation results in this work, are given with a confidence interval of 10% (at confidence level of 95%). In order to assess fairness as defined in (1), the zero measure of efficiency is determined by $0 \leq 0.1 \cdot D_{I_i}$. In other words, if $|D_{I_i} - L_{I_i}| \leq 0$, then $|D_{I_i} - L_{I_i}|$ should be taken to be equal to 0, when calculating $\mathcal{E}_S$. The value of $\mathcal{E}_S$ is then used to assess how close a given scheduling policy is to OPF.

A. Performance for a single-wavelength network

We first consider the simple case where a single wavelength is used by all traffic flows. We consider the network in Fig. 1 and we assess fairness in node A.

![Fig. 1. Network used to assess fairness in node A.](image)

Let us assume that nodes emit traffic flows as defined in scenario in Fig. 1, for $k = 1$.

Fig. 2 reports, for different scheduling policies, the average insertion times for flows AB and AC in two cases: when their rate is $A \rightarrow B = A \rightarrow C = 0.2$ and when their rate is $A \rightarrow B = 0.3, A \rightarrow C = 0.1$. Fig. 2(a) shows that when the rates for flows AB and AC are identical, the 4 mechanisms present identical behaviours.

![Fig. 2](image)

On the other hand, when the rates for flows AB and AC differ, the 4 mechanisms behave differently: some favor one flow above the other. Fig. 2(b) shows that OPF delivers the same insertion delay performance to the two flows, whereas LQF favors the larger flow (a result also observed in [16]). On the other hand, RAND favors the smaller flow, while LVWTF only slightly disadvantages the larger flow.

Tab. I presents the efficiency scores for different scheduling rules and different values of $k$. Tab. I shows that the deviation of the optimal performance, increases with the value of $k$, for both LQF and RAND scheduling. This is not the case for LVWTF, which presents only a small deviation from OPF, for all values of $k$.

As specified above, we have assumed here that each node sends traffic as specified in the dimensioning process. This is
not necessarily a plausible situation. In general, the dimensioning process considers “busy hour” estimates to dimension the network, and actual flow rates are lower than these estimates. We have shows that LVWTF is still very close to OPF in this case; this is not shown here due to lack of space.

It may also happen that the dimensioning process has underestimated some actual flow rates. We argue here that this is not an issue that can be suitably handled by the scheduling policy because the dimensioning itself may not be stable anymore! Supplementary policies, such as e.g. policing or conformance control mechanisms, are requested to deal with these cases, and to limit the actual flow rates to their agreed limits.

B. Performance for a multi-wavelength network

In order to illustrate this more general case, we consider a 6-node 2-wavelength ring where all stations can listen on both wavelengths. We label the ring nodes with A, B, C, D, E and F, in traffic direction. The traffic matrix is complete, symmetric and uniform of rate \( r \) with one exception: node A is the only node sending non-symmetric traffic. Node A sends traffic of load \( x \) to stations C, D, E, F, and traffic of load \( 2r \) to station B.

In Fig. 3, the expected waiting time for flows AB and AC are compared by simulation in cases of LVWTF and OPF policy, in function of traffic rate \( A \rightarrow C \). The differences in the latency between OPF and LVWTF remain limited in this scenario, which confirms that LVWTF is a good candidate for approximating OPF.

![Figure 3: LVWTF versus OPF in 2-wavelength receiver ring: \( A \rightarrow B = 2 \cdot (A \rightarrow C) \)](image)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have addressed the issue of selecting scheduling policies for a slotted WDM optical packet ring. We have first stated that, although desirable in terms of delay performance, FIFO scheduling is not appropriate as it presents head-of-the-line blocking. After pointing out the necessity of selecting a MaxWeight scheduling policy, we have compared the performance delivered by LQF and LVWTF to the one delivered by OPF which closely emulates FIFO.

We have shown that OPF is far more complex to implement than LQF and LVWTF, and that LVWTF, which is as simple as LQF, provides a queueing performance close to the one delivered by OPF. Actually, the differences between OPF, LQF and LVWTF can be shown to decrease when the number of wavelengths in the ring increases. This is due to the multiplexing gain brought by WDM as shown in previous paper [10].
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| Table I: Efficiency measure value for LQF, LVWTF and RAND |
|---|---|---|
| \( k = 0.2 \) | \( k = 0.4 \) | \( k = 0.6 \) |
| \( \xi_{LQF} \) | \( \xi_{LVWTF} \) | \( \xi_{RAND} \) |
| 0 | 0.27 | 0.68 |
| \( k = 0.8 \) | \( k = 0.8 \) | \( k = 0.9 \) |
| 1.46 | 1.46 | 1.46 |
| \( k = 0.95 \) | \( k = 0.95 \) | \( k = 1.0 \) |
| 9.44 | 12.03 | 76.33 |